Rare Cause of Hepatic Encephalopathy: Hereditary Hemorrhagic Telangiectasia
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Introduction

Hepatic encephalopathy (HE) is a neuropsychiatric syndrome which manifest as a various forms of cognitive, behavioral, and neurological impairment. The prevalence of HE is reported to be about 30–45% of patients with cirrhosis [1,2] and when minimal hepatic encephalopathy, HE with a mild motor and cognitive dysfunction is included the prevalence increases up to 60% [2,3].

The precise etiology and pathophysiology of hepatic encephalopathy is not fully understood and precise assessment of neurological and hepatic function is required. Lack of any clinical manifestations or diagnostic tools specific for HE makes correct diagnosis of HE very difficult. So it is usually required to make a diagnosis based upon combinations of imaging, neurophysiologic, and laboratory tests, excluding any metabolic, infectious, intracranial vascular causes which may cause similar symptoms. A high degree of suspicion is needed for cirrhotic patients but even for patients with mental and motor dysfunction in the absence of obvious metabolic or organic causes.

Serum ammonia levels can be beneficial in diagnosis of HE as ammonia is a major product involved in pathophysiology of HE [4]. However, it must be noted that ammonia level is normal in 10% of patients with severe HE [5], and it can increase in up to 69% of patients without HE [6]. Therefore it is important that ammonia level alone should not be used as a definitive diagnostic tool for HE.

Magnetic resonance (MR) of brain has become a standard diagnostic modality for assessing neurological dysfunction. MR can show some characteristic features present in brain of cirrhosis patient with HE: a) deposition of paramagnetic substances in the basal ganglia, b) a decrease in the size of the brain, and c) an increase in brain water. But it is rather helpful in excluding organic brain diseases [7-9]. Furthermore its high cost makes it difficult to apply in clinical practice. Electroencephalogram of patients with HE can show high voltage slow triphasic wave and provide an aid in diagnosing HE.

Assessment of portosystemic shunt in patients with HE can be very useful, especially when patients does not have known underlying causes such as liver cirrhosis. Portosystemic shunt is well known to be a rare cause of HE by many previous studies and reports [10]. Most valuable imaging modality for diagnosing portosystemic shunt is computed tomography (CT), MR, and endoscopic ultrasonography.

Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia (HHT) is an autosomal dominant disorder characterized byportosystemic shunt [11]. We recently reported a case of recurrent HE in patient with HHT [12]. It is a very rare cause of HE with a reported incidence of 2.5–19.4 per 100,000 [13-15]. Two major types of HHT, type 1 and type 2, are related to the mutation of endoglin (ENG) and activin A receptor type II-like 1 (ACVR1L1), respectively. Type 1 shows relatively severe manifestations, with an earlier age of onset of symptoms such as epistaxis and appearance of telangiectasia, and a higher incidence of pulmonary AVM, while type II tends to show more hepatic involvements [13,16].

Diagnosis of HHT is based on Curacao criteria published in 2000, when at least three of the following four criteria are present: 1) Recurrent spontaneous epistaxis; 2) cutaneous telangiectasia of lips, oral cavity, nose, and finger and toes; 3) visceral telangiectasia of gastrointestinal tract; and 4) AVM of lungs, liver, and brain [17]. When patients diagnosed with HHT present with HE, thorough evaluation for portosystemic shunt must be taken.

Treatment for hepatic manifestation of HHT is challenging and there is no ultimate treatment for complete cure. The mainstay of treatments is aimed at reducing shunt by surgical ligation and transarterial embolization [18]. The only proposed definitive curative treatment is liver transplantation. Also conservative management based on treatment for advanced liver cirrhosis could be tried to reduce symptoms and improve patients quality of life.

HE is a disease whose diagnosis and treatment can be challenging. When other common causes of HE such as liver cirrhosis is excluded, high suspicion for HHT must be taken into consideration. Through evaluation for even rare causes and carefully planned treatment strategy can be a key to success in diagnosis and treatment of HE.
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